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The electromagnetic imaging calorimeter made of Lead and scintillating fibers will identify the high energy leptons and γ rays in AMS-02 experiment on the International Space Station. Physics requirements and space qualification constraints lead to severe optimizations of the detector design, the mechanics and the electronics for this 16.5X0 calorimeter sampled by 1296 electronic channels.

1. Introduction

The AMS-02\(^1\) experiment aims at measuring the cosmic ray spectra in the range of energy from GeV to TeV for three years on the International Space Station ISS. The experimental set-up consists of a superconducting magnet, a silicon tracker and a number of additional detectors, designed to measure the energy and to identify the nature of cosmic rays. These detectors are: the transition radiation detector (TRD), the time of flight (TOF) which also provides a standard AMS trigger, the ring imaging Cerenkov counter (RICH) and the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). The detailed description of the AMS-02 detector can be found elsewhere\(^2\).
The electromagnetic calorimeter, which is being constructed by an Annecy (France), Beijing (China) and Pisa-Siena (Italy) collaboration, will be a major instrument to identify electrons, positrons and $\gamma$-rays and to measure their energy in particular in the high energy part of the spectrum. The ECAL is an imaging calorimeter consisting of 9 modules made of layers of Lead and scintillating fibers (Figure 1). Each module has a 648x648 mm$^2$ section and 18 mm depth, which corresponds to 1.8 radiation lengths. In two successive modules the fibers are rotated by 90 and follow on X or Y direction. The fibers of a module are read only at one end by the photomultiplier R7600-00-M4 from Hamamatsu$^3$, placed alternatively on each side. One photomultiplier consists of 4 independent pixels. In this way the elementary cell of the calorimeter has the dimension of 648x9 mm$^2$ (or 9x648 mm$^2$) in X-Y directions and 9 mm in the Z direction. It corresponds roughly to a 0.5 Molire radius for the transverse dimension of the electromagnetic shower and to a 0.9 radiation length in the longitudinal direction. A particle impinging vertically on the ECAL crosses about 16.5 radiation lengths and the longitudinal profile of the electromagnetic shower is sampled by 18 independent measurements (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. ECAL for the AMS-O2 experiment inside the supporting structure. 324 photomultipliers will be housed in the lateral panels. The electromagnetic shower is sampled in X and Y directions by scintillating fibers glued to the inside of the grooved lead foils.](image)

The major challenge for the photomultiplier and for its front-end electronics is related to the very large dynamic range of light pulses created in optical fibers by cosmic rays. The signal in the photomultiplier ranges from a few photoelectrons for minimum ionizing particles (MIP) to about $10^6$ photoelectrons for electromagnetic showers corresponding to very high energy particles (for instance an electron of 1 TeV energy)$^5$. Power consumption for all ECAL electronics (including PMT bleeders) is limited to 100 W.
Another challenge comes for mechanics of the ECAL. The total weight is limited to 630 kg (the weight of the Lead + the fibers is 512 kg), first resonance frequency of the structure must be higher than 50 Hz and it has to support vibrations and accelerations up to 27g during the space qualification tests. All elements have to be designed to support 30 000 thermal cycles during 5 years of orbiting. The ECAL will be dipped into the stray magnetic field of the superconducting magnet, ranging up to 300 Gauss. The weight budget allowed for the detector and the space available between photomultipliers are very limited, which implies a fine optimization between the response of the photomultipliers on the magnetic field and the design of the magnetic shielding.

In the following sections we will present the performances of the photomultiplier and its front end electronics and the design of the magnetic shielding and light collection system incorporated into the mechanical structure.

2. Photomultiplier and its front end electronics

The total of 324 photomultipliers R7600-00-M4 from Hamamatsu will be used. The resistance for vibrations, resistance for magnetic field, square form, compactness and low weight were the major factors leading to the choice of this space qualified photomultiplier.

The properties of R7600-00-M4 were extensively studied in order to optimize its dynamic range\(^4\). As mentioned in the introduction, the expected light signal from the calorimeter ranges from a few photoelectrons to \(10^5\) photoelectrons. Several types of bleeders were tested and the dynamic range for each bleeder were determined using the LED light pulses. The deviation from the linearity was detected by comparing the PMT response for the signal of two LEDs flashing simultaneously with the sum of responses to LEDs flashing individually. As can be seen in Figure 2, for a given bleeder and given high voltage, the saturation occurs at the same output charge for all four pixels of the PMT.

Figure 3 shows the relation between the number of photoelectrons at the saturation point and the gain of the photomultiplier for two different bleeders. One can observe that the saturation point differs by a factor of 5 between these two bleeders. Choosing the saturation at the level of \(10^5\) photoelectrons and B type bleeders (see reference\(^5\) for detail) sets the gain at \(10^5\).

It was checked that in these conditions the signal corresponding to about 9 photoelectrons (expected for MIPs) can be clearly separated from the background (Figure 4).

As a result, the design of the front end electronics (dedicated ASIC chip) was made to accept signals from 30 fC to 2 nC\(^6\). In this front end chip signals from PMT anodes are separated to low and high amplitude parts (ratio of
Figure 2. The saturation of the response of the photomultiplier as a function of the collected charge (B type HV bleeder and voltage supply of -600V - see text).

Figure 3. Relation between the number of photoelectrons at saturation point and the gain of the photomultiplier for two different high voltage bleeders.

Figure 4. The separation of the signal and the pedestal as a function of the applied high voltage. The natural fluctuation of the signal corresponding to 8.5 photoelectrons corresponds to RMS = 2.9.

about 30), than shaped and integrated with 2 μs time constant and finally treated by track and hold logic. The signal from last dynode is also proceed
by low gain channel. Finally the multiplexer incorporated in the chip sends these 9 signals to the ADC. The whole system (including ADC) is placed on the small electronic board directly coupled to the bleeder board. The linearity tests performed on the first version of the chip are presented in Figure 5. The right linearity was obtained in the whole expected range and the level of noise is compatible with the detection of MIPs.

![Graph showing the output signal of the dedicated front end ASIC chip.](image)

**Figure 5.** The output signal of the dedicated front end ASIC chip as a function of the signal delivered by the photomultiplier. One can observe a good linearity in the whole required dynamic range and the noise at the level of 10% of the MIP signal.

3. **Magnetic shielding and light collection system**

As it was mentioned in the introduction, the stray magnetic field from the AMS-02 superconducting magnet is of the order of 200 - 300 Gauss in the region where the calorimeter is placed. The limit of the weight and the small space available between photomultipliers makes it necessary to optimize the thickness of the material used for magnetic shielding. Finite element calculations corresponding to this optimization can be found in reference⁷. In these calculations it was shown that when taking into account the global configuration of magnetic materials (those for both RICH and the calorimeter), the magnetic field can increase by a factor of 2 in some particular regions, where the density of surrounding magnetic materials is important. This is due to the attraction of magnetic field lines by the structure. Taking into account this effect, the local configuration of the magnetic shielding was calculated. It was shown that the shielding of photomultipliers by 1mm thick, square soft iron tubes (section of 2.4 cm by 2.4 cm and length of 7 cm) lowers the magnetic field in the tube down to 10 Gauss in the central part. The measurements performed on some particular configurations confirmed the validity of calculations. It was also checked, that the response of the photomultiplier is affected
by less than 10\% by such a field\(^4\).

Finally, the light collection system between the fibers of the calorimeter and the photomultiplier was optimized: leaving the fiber of the calorimeter, the light crosses successively a RTV joint, 30mm Plexiglas conical light guide, a second RTV joint and enter the photomultiplier. The collection efficiency of this set up was measured to be about 70\%.

4. Conclusions

The optimization of the processing of the light signal from the electromagnetic calorimeter of the AMS-02 experiment is described. The extensive study of the R7600-00-M4 photomultiplier from Hamamatsu was done leading to following conclusions:

(1) the high voltage bleeder of the type B from Hamamatsu allows the collection of signals in the whole required dynamic range (from 3 \(10^{-14}\) C to 2 \(10^{-9}\) C, corresponding to MIP and to electromagnetic showers of 1 TeV electron respectively) with the gain of \(10^6\).

(2) the magnetic field is required to be less than 10 Gauss to limit the signal reduction to 10\%.

The dedicated front-end ASIC chip was designed and the linearity of the chip was tested in the whole required dynamic range. The noise level was measured at the level of 10\% of the MIP signal. The magnetic shielding of the photomultipliers was optimized by finite element calculations. It was shown that 1mm thick soft iron tubes lower the magnetic field from 200-300 Gauss down to about 10 Gauss for the whole geometry of the calorimeter. Finally, the light collection system between the calorimeter and the photomultiplier was designed (RTV joints and conical light guides made with Plexiglas).
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